
Your Motorbike Migration – The Top 3 Tennessee Rides 

 

In 2022 Tennessee saw the largest domestic migration in state history. This was not due to 

international travel and a surge in foreign visitors, but down to American citizens flocking to 

this beautiful Southern state. When we look at everything that Tennessee has to offer, it’s no 

surprise that it was voted the third best state for retirees and is an attractive destination for 

anyone thinking of moving abroad. For those living overseas stateside, Tennessee is already 

the next hot holiday spot. 

Aside from the rich history, diverse cuisine and incredible music (it is the home of Nashville, 

Memphis and Dolly Parton after all), Tennessee has some awe-inspiring landscapes, 

offering the opportunity to engage in almost any outdoor pursuit that you can think of. 

One such pursuit is motorcycle rides, and this state has some of the best in the world. If 

you’re planning a migration to the States and are thinking of taking your motorbike, these 

three routes should be on your biking bucket list. 

Wind your way through Tennessee’s stunning scenery. 

 

The Devil’s Triangle: 

Featuring deep gullies, drop-offs and rocky cliffs, this 44 mile loop is an unforgiving ride that 

will challenge the most experienced rider. Known for its series of switchbacks, the Devil’s 

Triangle passes through the mountains of the Cumberland Plateau offering some impressive 

scenery. And at the end of the line – the infamous Brushy Mountain State Penitentiary! 

 

 



The Cherohala Skyway: 

Longer and more sweeping than the Dragon’s Tail, the Cherohala Skyway is a stunning 

forest ride that takes in 43 miles of the Nantahala and Cherokee National Forests. Featuring 

gentle curves and long winding climbs, at over 5,000 feet you really do feel as if you’re up 

amongst the clouds. The forest scenery is particularly breath-taking in the fall and this route 

regularly features in the Top Ten of American motorcycle rides. 

 

Tail of the Dragon: 

Snaking through the Great Smoky Mountain National Park, and featuring eleven miles of 

spine-tingling bends, the Tail of the Dragon has obtained cult status worldwide. Not for the 

faint hearted, this ride, on Route 129, is one of the best in the USA. Showcasing a whopping 

318 bends with names such as Gravity Cavity and Brake or Bust, the Tail attracts 

motorcyclists and supercar aficionados from around the world 

Imagine driving this route through the Smoky Mountains 

 

We are often asked if it is more costly to ship a beloved bike overseas or to purchase a 

replacement upon arrival. There is an assumption that shipping and importing a vehicle is 

the most expensive option when moving abroad, complicated further by extensive 

paperwork. 



Surprisingly, this isn’t always the case. Companies that handle international removals 

everyday can tailor a removal package to suit your needs, and can even handle the 

paperwork on your behalf. We have a wealth of experience when it comes to international 

travel, so whether it’s a  Harley or a Honda that you’re looking to ship, contact us today for a 

personalised quote and let us make your move abroad as stress free as possible. 

 


